**K4600 KHOI (NORTH VIETNAM, 1967)**

(Other titles: Fumee; Fumo bianco; Smoke)

**Credits:** directors/writers, Tran Vu, Nguyen Vu.

**Cast:** Thu Song, Lam Toi, Duong Ngoc Duc.

**Summary:** War film set in South Vietnam in the 1960s. Intelligence officer Huu is sheltered in the an underground bunker by Miss Que. ARVN soldiers dig around them trying to find the bunker. Though she is injured by a shovel which pierces the shelter, Miss Que keeps silent and eventually faints from the pain. Huu admires her bravery. When Huu’s unit withdraws from the village, they are attacked by enemy aircraft, but Que and other villagers set smoky straw fires which cover the NVA withdrawal.
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